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Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Special Ops Battery Ride On 

Model Number: 17138 Retail: $249.99   

 

Special Ops Ride On creates fun for kids with cool features like LED headlights, roaring 

engine, startup sounds & horn, two working doors, interactive dashboard that lights up & 

MP3 compatible audio jack. Rugged wide-traction tires & independent 4-wheel suspension 
gives the feel of real off-roading while two 6v motors extend adventures beyond the 

sidewalk, don't forget to fasten up with the five-point seatbelt. Ages 3-12, weighing under 
125 lbs. 

 Brand Name:  Huffy Bicycles Model Name: ATV Battery Ride On 

Model Number: 17298 Retail: $229.99   

 

Perfect for ages 3-7 and rider weighing less than 65 lbs. The fun begins by pushing the 
dashboard button starting the engine. ATV goes 2.5 and 5 mph in forward and reverse. 

Features working LED headlights; roaring engine sounds; an auxiliary port for an MP3 
player; and horn sounds. Front and rear suspension provides an off-road feel and the two 

6V drive motors let adventures extend beyond the sidewalk. The charging port is located 

on the dashboard for easy access and a wall charger is included. Rear lift handle makes it 
easy to move when needs a charge. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Bubble Tractor Quad 

Model Number: 19120 Retail: $99.99   

 

The Broadlawn Bubble Tractor Quad uses a 12 Volt battery and is recommended for ages 
1-1/2 to 3 years. It goes 2 or 4 mph. The weight limit is 50 lbs. It features dual motor 

drive to power through grass; rear bubble maker with on/off switch (bubble solution 

included); foot pedal accelerator; and battery and charger included. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: 3-in-1 Boltz Quad - 6V 

Model Number: 19179 Retail: $119.99   

 

The Boltz 6V Battery Ride On uses a 6 volt battery and it recommended for children 1-1/2 
to 5 years old. Its maximum speed is 1.5 mph. It has a 50 lb weight maximum. Three 

different rides to build: battery powered trike; battery powered quad and balance bike. Full 
color, easy to follow instruction manual. Rebuild as many times as you like. Foot pedal 

accelerator. Battery and charger included. 
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Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Disney® Frozen II - 16" Girls' Bicycle 
Model Number: 21390 Retail: $109.99   

 

It won't be long until it's time to put the training wheels aside! These bikes make BIG 

memories. Disney Frozen bag carries toys (toys not included) and the imagination of young 
riders. Easy 5-step assembly, ready to ride in minutes! Snowflake pedals, plus swirling 

snowflake pattern on tires  grips. Easy to use coaster brake. Wide training wheels provide 
stability. Fun, shimmering streamers add to the total look. Recommended for ages 4 - 6. 

Features:  handlebar bag, streamers and training wheels. 

 Brand Name:  Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Disney® Cars - 16" Boys' Bicycle 
Model Number: 21789 Retail: $109.99   

 

The 16" Cars™ Boys' Bike features a Disney/Pixar Cars Race dashboard with buttons for 

sounds, grips and tires with racing flames, decorated padded seat, crossbar pad, alloy 
quick-release seatpost for easy height adjustments and sturdy training wheels. 

Recommended ages 4-6. Some assembly required. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Pro Thunder™ - 16" Boys' Bicycle 
Model Number: 21809 Retail: $74.99   

 

This 16" boy's bicycle has a steel diamond frame, steel unicrown fork, rear coaster brakes, 
padded seat w/graphic, steel rims, steel one piece crank, training wheels, bulldog plaque 

and handle bar, stem & top tube pads. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: So Sweet™ - 16" Girls' Bicycle 

Model Number: 21819 Retail: $74.99   

 

This 16" girl's bicycle has a steel diamond frame, steel unicrown fork, rear coaster brakes, 
padded seat w/graphic, steel rims, steel one piece crank, training wheels, heart plaque & 

handle bar, stem & top tube pads. 
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Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Kinetic - 16" Boys' Bicycle 
Model Number: 21828 Retail: $89.99   

 

The 16" Kinetic™ Bike features Huffy's new Metaloid high gloss lustrous finish that shows a 

rich and stunning color. Bike has a durable steel frame and chainguard that are fully 
decorated with fun graphics, front handbrake, rear coaster brake, decorated padded seat 

for a comfortable ride, wide training wheels and the quick release seatpost makes easy 

height adjustments. Some assembly required. 

 Brand Name:  Huffy Bicycles Model Name: N'Style - 16" Girls' Bicycle 
Model Number: 21839 Retail: $89.99   

 

The 16" N'Style™ Girls' Bike features a Metaloid high gloss finish, coordinating handlebar 
plaque, front handbrake, adjustable handlebar with quill stem, adjustable railed saddle, 

cotton candy trail edge tires with white sidewalls, dual-color grips, crossbar pad, padded 

decorated seat, fun streamers, alloy quick-release seatpost for easy height adjustments 
and sturdy training wheels. Recommended ages 4-6. Some assembly required. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Disney® Frozzen II  - 16" Girls' Electro-Light Bicycle 
Model Number: 21939 Retail: $129.99   

 

Enjoy so many colorful lights on this ones-of-a-kind Disney Frozen 2 bike featuring Elsa 
and Anna. Easy 5-step assembly, ready to ride in minutes! Snowflake pedals, plus swirling 

snowflake pattern on tires and grips. Front and rear handbrakes plus a coaster brake! Total 
combo-package helps transition into a "big kid" bike. Fun, shimmering streamers and 

decorative wheel discs coordinate with the fun Frozen 2 style. Recommended for ages 4 - 

6. Features lights & sounds, streamers and training wheels. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Marvel® Spider-Man®  - 16" Boy's Bike 

Model Number: 21969 Retail: $109.99   

 

The 16" Spider-Man® Boys' Bike features a Marvel Spider-Man webbed handlebar plaque, 

fork, head tube and rear fender, hooks included to attach toy figures to the webs, tires and 
grips feature web design, decorated padded seat, alloy quick-release seatpost for easy 

height adjustments and sturdy training wheels. Recommended ages 4-6. Some assembly 

required. 
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Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Disney® Princess - 16" Girls' Bicycle 
Model Number: 21979 Retail: $109.99   

 

The 16" Princess™ Girls' Bike features a Disney Princess Fashion doll carriage, princess 
grips and tires with hearts and crowns, heart-shaped pedals, decorated padded seat, fun 

die-cut streamers, alloy quick-release seatpost for easy height adjustments and sturdy 
training wheels. Recommended ages 4-6. Some assembly required. 

 Brand Name:  Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Disney® Frozen II - 12" Girls' Bicycle 
Model Number: 22230 Retail: $89.99   

 

The Disney® Frozen 12" Bike features a durable steel frame fully decorated with Elsa and 

Anna, fun shimmering streamers, unique Disney Frozen snowflake grips, pedals and tires, 
shimmery handlebar bag, easy-to-use coaster brake, decorated padded seat for a 

comfortable ride and wide training wheels for stability. Some assembly required. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Lil Cruizer 12" Balance Bike - White 
Model Number: 22279 Retail: $59.99   

 

The Lil Cruzer™ 12" Balance Bike design is easy-to-learn without pedals and features a 

durable steel frame, ergonomic handlebar and alloy stem, ergonomic seat, wide 12" x 
2.12" pneumatic tires with Mag wheels, ideal for ages 3 to 5 years and maximum rider 

weight of 60lbs. Some assembly required. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Lil Cruizer 12" Balance Bike - Neon Green 

Model Number: 22289 Retail: $59.99   

 

The Lil Cruzer™ 12" Balance Bike design is easy-to-learn without pedals and features a 

durable steel frame, ergonomic handlebar and alloy stem, ergonomic seat, wide 12" x 

2.12" pneumatic tires with Mag wheels, ideal for ages 3 to 5 years and maximum rider 
weight of 60lbs. Some assembly required. 
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Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Disney® Cars - 12" Boys' Bicycle 
Model Number: 22449 Retail: $89.99   

 

The 12" Cars™ Boys' Bike features a Disney/Pixar Cars Race dashboard with buttons for 
sounds, grips and tires featuring racing flames, decorated padded seat, crossbar pad, alloy 

quick-release seatpost for easy height adjustments and sturdy training wheels. 
Recommended ages 3-5. Some assembly required. 

 Brand Name:  Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Disney® Princess Bicycle - 12" Girls' 
Model Number: 22459 Retail: $89.99   

 

The 12" Princess™ Girls' Bike features a Disney Princess Fashion doll carriage, princess 

grips and tires with hearts and crowns, heart-shaped pedals, decorated padded seat, fun 
die-cut streamers, alloy quick-release seatpost for easy height adjustments and sturdy 

training wheels. Recommended ages 3-5. Some assembly required. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Nytro 12" Bicycle - White 
Model Number: 22909 Retail: $74.99   

 

The 12" Nytro™ Boys' Bike features a Metaloid high-gloss paint finish, front suspension 

fork, adjustable handlebar with quill stem, decorated padded seat, clear racing grips, alloy 
quick-release seatpost for easy height adjustments and sturdy training wheels. 

Recommended ages 3-5. Some assembly required. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Flair 12" Bicycle - Pink 

Model Number: 22919 Retail: $74.99   

 

The 12" Flair™ Girls' Bike features a Metaloid high-gloss paint finish, front suspension fork, 

adjustable handlebar with quill stem, decorated padded seat, clear racing grips, alloy 

quick-release seatpost for easy height adjustments and sturdy training wheels. 
Recommended ages 3-5. Some assembly required. 
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Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Marvel® Spider-Man® - 12" Boys' Bicycle 
Model Number: 22989 Retail: $89.99   

 

The 12" Spider-Man® Boys' Bike features a Marvel Spider-Man webbed handlebar plaque, 

fork, head tube and rear fender, hooks included to attach toy figures to the webs, tires and 
grips feature web design, decorated padded seat, alloy quick-release seatpost for easy 

height adjustments and sturdy training wheels. Recommended ages 3-5. Some assembly 

required. 

 Brand Name:  Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Shockwave - 20" Boys' Bicycle 
Model Number: 23069 Retail: $99.99   

 

The 20" Shockwave™ Boys' Bike features a decorated and adjustable railed saddle, 

crossbar pad, front handbrake, front pegs, alloy quick-release seatpost for easy height 
adjustments, adjustable handlebar for the right fit and kickstand. Recommended ages 5+. 

Some assembly required. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Glitzy - 20" Girls' Bicycle 
Model Number: 23079 Retail: $99.99   

 

The 20" Glitzy™ Girls' Bike features a decorated and adjustable railed saddle, crossbar pad, 

front handbrake, streamers, alloy quick-release seatpost for easy height adjustments, 
adjustable handlebar for the right fit and a kickstand. Recommended ages 5-9. Some 

assembly required. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Spectre - 20" Boys' Bicycle 

Model Number: 23089 Retail: $119.99   

 

The 20" Spectre™ Boys' Bike features a high-gloss Metaloid paint finish, decorated and 

adjustable railed saddle, front and rear handbrakes, adjustable handlebar with 4-bolt stem, 

front pegs, alloy quick-release seatpost for easy height adjustments and a kickstand. 
Recommended ages 5+. Some assembly required. 
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Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Jazzmin - 20" Girls' Bicycle 
Model Number: 23099 Retail: $119.99   

 

The 20" Jazzmin™ Girls' Bike features a high-gloss Metaloid paint finish, decorated and 
adjustable railed saddle, front and rear handbrakes, adjustable handle with 4-bolt stem, 

front pegs, alloy quick-release seatpost for easy height adjustments and a kickstand. 
Recommended ages 5-9. Some assembly required. 

 Brand Name:  Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Pro Thunder™ - 20" Boys' Bicycle 
Model Number: 23309 Retail: $84.99   

 

This 20" boys bike has a steel diamond frame, steel unicrown fork, rear coaster brakes, 

padded seat w/graphic, steel rims, steel one piece crank, racing number plate & handle 

bar, stem & top tube pads. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: So Sweet™ - 20" Girls' Bicycle 
Model Number: 23319 Retail: $84.99   

 

This 20" girl's bike has a steel diamond frame, steel unicrown fork, rear coaster brakes, 
shiny padded seat w/graphic,  steel rims, steel one piece crank, handle bar, stem & top 

tube pads. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Revolt - 20" Boys' Bicycle 

Model Number: 23549 Retail: $134.99   

 

The 20" Revolt™ Boys' Bike features a Metaloid high-gloss paint finish, rotor, BMX 

handlebar with 4-bolt front-load stem, front caliper and rear u-brake with alloy levers, 4 

pegs, Huffy BMX Krayton grips and a kickstand. Recommended ages 5+. Some assembly 
required. 
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Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Incline™ - 24" Mens' Young Adult Bicycle 
Model Number: 24329 Retail: $134.99   

 

The 24" Incline™ Men's Bike features Huffy Kolo 1200 suspension fork for smoother rides 

over tough terrain, Huffy Kolo 3-piece crank for added durability, durable hard tail steel 
frame, 18-speed twist shifting for smooth performance, brushed-finished rim for great 

friction and better braking and alloy quick-release seat binder. Recommended ages 12+. 

Some assembly required. 

 Brand Name:  Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Incline™ - 24" Women's Young Adult Bicycle 
Model Number: 24339 Retail: $134.99   

 

The 24" Incline™ Women's Bike features Huffy Kolo 1200 suspension fork for smoother 
rides over tough terrain, Huffy Kolo 3-piece crank for added durability, durable hard tail 

steel frame, 18-speed twist shifting for smooth performance, brushed-finished rim for great 

friction and better braking and alloy quick-release seat binder. Recommended ages 12+. 
Some assembly required. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Deluxe - 24" Women's Young Adult Cruiser Bicycle 
Model Number: 24619 Retail: $149.99   

 

The Delue 24" Cruiser has a Perfect Fit steel frame that means more comfort for a more 

fun ride! It is a single-speed bike with simple coaster brake – just pedal back to stop. The 
richly-padded saddle and wider 24in x 2.35in tires cushion every ride and the fun features 

are so convenient – basket, beverage holder, rear rack. The flared fenders keep you dry 
dual-density grips/pedals add comfort. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Sienna - 24" Women's Young Adult Cruiser Bicycle 

Model Number: 24770 Retail: $149.99   

 

The Sienna 24" cruiser has a Hi-ten steel Perfect Fit frame. It features a steel unicrown 

fork; 7-speed Shimano RevoShift and 7-speed index rear derailer for easy shifting and 
smooth control; front and rear linear brakes; alloy 3-piece crank; fenders; and alloy quick-

release seat binder. The deluxe padded spring saddle and dual density grips and pedals 

deliver total comfort to enjoy rides for every day of the week. 
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Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Marker DS - 24" Mens' Young Adult Bike 
Model Number: 24940 Retail: $164.99   

 

24" Mountain Bike with a steel dual suspension frame and an oversized suspension fork 

with forged crown. The micro-shift trigger shifting system easily shifts for a smooth 
performance. The machined lightweight alloy rims are weather resistant. It features 21-

speeds; Shimano TZ-31 7-speed index derailleur; front disc brakes; rear alloy linear pull 

brakes; Kolo steel 3-piece crank; padded stitched seat and 24" x 2.125" knobby tires. 

 Brand Name:  Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Granite® - 26" Men's MTB 
Model Number: 26209 Retail: $139.99   

 

The 26" Granite™ Men's Bike features a durable steel frame, 15-speed index shifting, 

brushed-finish rim for greater friction and better braking, comfortable padded saddle, Kolo 
front load stem, oversize handlebar, alloy quick-release seat binder and Huffy branded 

Krayton grips. Recommended ages 13+. Some assembly required. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Granite® - 26" Women's MTB 
Model Number: 26219 Retail: $139.99   

 

The 26" Granite™ Women's Bike features a durable steel frame, 15-speed index shifting, 

brushed-finish rim for greater friction and better braking, comfortable padded saddle, Kolo 
front load stem, oversize handlebar, alloy quick-release seat binder and Huffy branded 

Krayton grips. Recommended ages 13+. Some assembly required. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Incline™ - 26" Men's MTB 

Model Number: 26329 Retail: $149.99   

 

The 26" Incline™ Men's Bike features Huffy Kolo 1200 suspension fork for smooth rides, 

Huffy Kolo 3-piece crank for added durability, durable hard tail steel frame, 18-speed twist 
shifting, brushed-finish rim for greater friction and better braking, alloy quick-release seat 

binder and Huffy branded Krayton grips. Recommended ages 13+. Some assembly 

required. 
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Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Incline™ - 26" Women's MTB 
Model Number: 26339 Retail: $149.99   

 

The 26" Incline™ Women's Bike features Huffy Kolo 1200 suspension fork for smooth rides, 

Huffy Kolo 3-piece crank for added durability, durable hard tail steel frame, 18-speed twist 
shifting, brushed-finish rim for greater friction and better braking, alloy quick-release seat 

binder and Huffy branded Krayton grips. Recommended ages 13+. Some assembly 

required. 

 Brand Name:  Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Arlington Adult Trike 26" (Steel) 
Model Number: 26619 Retail: $279.99   

 

The Arlington Adult Trike features a durable steel frame with a 26" fork; a steel one-piece 

crank; alloy linear pull and rear coaster brakes; dual density grips and pedals; 14-gauge 
spokes; wide fenders with bobbed end; alloy quick-release seat binder; a wide "Dual 

Density" padded saddle with piping; and a basket on the back. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Good Vibrations® - 26" Single Speed Men's Cruiser Bike 
Model Number: 26629 Retail: $149.99   

 

The 26" Good Vibrations™ Men's Bike features a deluxe padded spring saddle and dual-

density grips and pedals, durable 65mm flared fenders and braces, 38mm steel rims, 12-
guage spokes, 70mm hubs, Perfect Fit frame for unbeatable comfort, coaster brakes and 

alloy quick-release seat binder. Recommended ages 13+. Some assembly required. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Good Vibrations® - 26" Single Speed Women's Cruiser 

Bike 
Model Number: 26639 Retail: $149.99   

 

The 26" Good Vibrations™ Women's Bike features a deluxe padded spring saddle and dual-

density grips and pedals, durable 65mm flared fenders and braces, 38mm steel rims, 12-
guage spokes, 70mm hubs, Perfect Fit frame for unbeatable comfort, coaster brakes and 

alloy quick-release seat binder. Recommended ages 13+. Some assembly required. 
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Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Deluxe - 26" Men's Cruiser Bicycle 
Model Number: 26649 Retail: $179.99   

 

The 26" Deluxe™ Men's Bike features a deluxe padded spring saddle and dual-density grips 

and pedals, durable 65mm flared fenders and braces, 38mm steel rims, 12-guage spokes, 
70mm hubs, Perfect Fit frame for unbeatable comfort, coaster brakes, handlebar basket, 

beverage holder and alloy quick-release seat binder. Recommended ages 13+. Some 

assembly required. 

 Brand Name:  Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Deluxe - 26" Women's Cruiser Bicycle 
Model Number: 26659 Retail: $179.99   

 

The 26" Deluxe™ Women's Bike features a deluxe padded spring saddle and dual-density 
grips and pedals, durable 65mm flared fenders and braces, 38mm steel rims, 12-guage 

spokes, 70mm hubs, Perfect Fit frame for unbeatable comfort, coaster brakes, handlebar 

basket with liner, beverage holder and alloy quick-release seat binder. Recommended ages 
13+. Some assembly required. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Pavillion Adult Trike 26" (Alloy) 
Model Number: 26699 Retail: $329.99   

 

The Pavillion Adult Trike delivers a smooth, balanced ride with all-around comfort with the 

shock-absorbing padded saddle and dual density grips and pedals. Its lightweight, 

aluminum, Perfect Fit frame combines durability and comfort with easy step-through and 
stand-over. It features a steel unicrown fork; front handbrake and rear coaster brake; 

steel, 1-piece crank; alloy rims; 14-gauge spokes and alloy quick-release seat binder. The 
wide, sturdy fenders with fitted braces handle the elements so you stay dry. Large folding 

basket for storage. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Casoria - 27.5" Men's Cruiser Bicycle 

Model Number: 26749 Retail: $199.99   

 

The 27.5" Casoria™ Men's Bike features a lightweight aluminum Perfect Fit frame, 

SureSTOP® brake system that activates both brakes with one lever, combined 7-speed 
Shimano Revoshift and Shimano 7-speed index rear derailleur for easy shifting, deluxe 

padded spring saddle and dual-density grips and pedals, fenders, alloy stem and alloy 

quick-release seat binder. Recommended ages 13+. Some assembly required. 
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Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Casoria - 27.5" Women's Cruiser Bicycle 
Model Number: 26759 Retail: $199.99   

 

The 27.5" Casoria™ Women's Bike features a lightweight aluminum Perfect Fit frame, 

SureSTOP® brake system that activates both brakes with one lever, combined 7-speed 
Shimano Revoshift and Shimano 7-speed index rear derailleur for easy shifting, deluxe 

padded spring saddle and dual-density grips and pedals, fenders, alloy stem and alloy 

quick-release seat binder. Recommended ages 13+. Some assembly required. 

 Brand Name:  Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Sienna - 27.5" Men's Cruiser Bicycle 
Model Number: 26769 Retail: $179.99   

 

The 27.5" Sienna™ Men's Bike features the Hi-ten steel Perfect Fit frame, SureSTOP® 
brake system that activates both brakes with one lever, combined 7-speed Shimano 

Revoshift and Shimano 7-speed index rear derailleur for easy shifting, deluxe padded 

spring saddle and dual-density grips and pedals, fenders, alloy stem and alloy quick-release 
seat binder. Recommended ages 13+. Some assembly required. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Sienna - 27.5" Women's Comfort Bicycle 
Model Number: 26779 Retail: $179.99   

 

The 27.5" Sienna™ Women's Bike features the Hi-ten steel Perfect Fit frame, SureSTOP® 

brake system that activates both brakes with one lever, combined 7-speed Shimano 
Revoshift and Shimano 7-speed index rear derailleur for easy shifting, deluxe padded 

spring saddle and dual-density grips and pedals, fenders, alloy stem and alloy quick-release 
seat binder. Recommended ages 13+. Some assembly required. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Marker DS - 26" Mens' Young Adult Bike 

Model Number: 26940 Retail: $184.99   

 

24" Mountain Bike with a steel dual suspension frame and an oversized suspension fork 

with forged crown. The micro-shift trigger shifting system easily shifts for a smooth 
performance. The machined lightweight alloy rims are weather resistant. It features 21-

speeds; Shimano TZ-31 7-speed index derailleur; front disc brakes; rear alloy linear pull 

brakes; Kolo steel 3-piece crank; padded stitched seat and 26" x 2.125" knobby tires. 
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Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Marker DS - 26" Womens' Young Adult Bike 
Model Number: 26950 Retail: $184.99   

 

24" Mountain Bike with a steel dual suspension frame and an oversized suspension fork 

with forged crown. The micro-shift trigger shifting system easily shifts for a smooth 
performance. The machined lightweight alloy rims are weather resistant. It features 21-

speeds; Shimano TZ-31 7-speed index derailleur; front disc brakes; rear alloy linear pull 

brakes; Kolo steel 3-piece crank; padded stitched seat and 26" x 2.125" knobby tires. 

 Brand Name:  Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Prizm In-Line Scooter - Metaloid Blue 
Model Number: 28029 Retail: $49.99   

 

The Inline Scooter Prizm™ features smooth, durable 100mm resin wheels, ABEC-5 
bearings, durable, lightweight aluminum frame and deck , steel rear fender brake for solid 

control, bold “can't miss it" Metaloid color, quick-adjust handlebar for the right fit and is 

easy to assemble and fold. Recommended ages 5+. Max rider weight 125lbs. Some 
assembly required. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Prizm In-Line Scooter - Metaloid Pink 
Model Number: 28039 Retail: $49.99   

 

The Inline Scooter Prizm™ features smooth, durable 100mm resin wheels, ABEC-5 

bearings, durable, lightweight aluminum frame and deck , steel rear fender brake for solid 
control, bold “can't miss it" Metaloid color, quick-adjust handlebar for the right fit and is 

easy to assemble and fold. Recommended ages 5+. Max rider weight 125lbs. Some 
assembly required. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Remix - Inline Scooter - Blue 

Model Number: 28529 Retail: $59.99   

 

The Inline Scooter Remix™ 200MM features smooth, durable 200mm(7.9") resin wheels, 

ABEC-5 bearings, durable steel frame and tough resin deck, quick-adjust handlebar for the 
right fit, soft grips for fit and comfort, steel rear fender brake for solid control and is easy 

to assemble and fold. Recommended ages 8+. Max rider weight 200lbs. Some assembly 

required. 
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Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Remix - Inline Scooter 
Model Number: 28569 Retail: $84.99   

 

The Inline Scooter Remix™ 250MM features smooth, durable 250mm(9.8") resin wheels, 

ABEC-7 bearings, durable steel frame and lightweight aluminum deck, quick adjust 
handlebar for the right fit, ergo soft grips for fit and comfort, steel rear fender brake for 

solid control and is easy to assemble and fold. Recommended ages 8+. Max rider weight 

220lbs. Some assembly required. 

 Brand Name:  Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Disney® Minnie - 3 Wheel Scooter with Bin 
Model Number: 28639 Retail: $39.99   

 

The Minnie™ Preschool Girls' Scooter features NEW Disney Minnie Double Deluxe 

handlebar fun bin, ergonomic fit handlebar with comfort grips, deck features full-color 
Disney Minnie graphics, rear fender and steady-balance design that features one wheel in 

front and two in back. Recommended ages 3+. Some assembly required. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Marvel® Spider-Man® - 3 Wheel Scooter with Bin 
Model Number: 28669 Retail: $39.99   

 

The Spider-Man® Preschool Boys' Scooter features Marvel Spider-Man Double Deluxe 

handlebar fun bin, ergonomic fit handlebar with comfort grips, deck features full-color 
Marvel Spider-Man graphics, rear fender and steady-balance design that features one 

wheel in front and two in back. Recommended ages 3+. Some assembly required. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Disney® Frozen II - 3 Wheel Scooter with Bin 

Model Number: 28679 Retail: $39.99   

 

Super-fun sidewalk play on this Disney Frozen Scooter! Disney Frozen deluxe handlebar bin 
is the right size to hold her favorite treasures. Wide scooter deck with non-slip surface 

features Disney Frozen graphics. Wheelbase design adds stability for young riders. Durable 

steel frame decorated with great graphics and fun colors. Coordinated handlebar pad adds 
safety. Favorite characters mean so much fun - from Huffy. Recommended for ages 3+. 

Max Height: 37 inches; Max. Weight: 60 lbs. 
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Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Disney® Toy Story - 3 Wheel Scooter with Bin 
Model Number: 28689 Retail: $39.99   

 

The Toy Story™ Preschool Boys' Scooter features NEW Disney Toy Story Double Deluxe 
handlebar fun bin, ergonomic fit handlebar with comfort grips, deck features full-color 

Disney Toy Story graphics, rear fender and steady-balance design that features one wheel 
in front and two in back. Recommended ages 3+. Some assembly required. 

 Brand Name:  Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Granite - 20" Boys' Bicycle 
Model Number: 63209 Retail: $119.99   

 

The 20" Granite™ Boys' Bike features a durable steel frame, 5-speed index shifting, 

comfortable padded saddle, brushed-finish rim for greater friction and better braking, alloy 
quick-release seat binder and Huffy branded Krayton grips for superior comfort. 

Recommended ages 5+. Some assembly required. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Granite - 20" Girls' Bicycle 
Model Number: 63219 Retail: $119.99   

 

The 20" Granite™ Girls' Bike features a durable steel frame, 5-speed index shifting, 

comfortable padded saddle, brushed-finish rim for greater friction and better braking, alloy 
quick-release seat binder and Huffy branded Krayton grips for superior comfort. 

Recommended ages 5+. Some assembly required. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Granite - 24" Men's Young Adult Bicycle 

Model Number: 64209 Retail: $124.99   

 

The 24" Granite™ Men's Bike features a durable steel frame, 15-speed index shifting, 

comfortable padded saddle, brushed-finish rim for greater friction and better braking, Huffy 

branded Krayton grips for superior comfort and alloy quick-release seat binder. 
Recommended ages 13+. Some assembly required. 
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Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Granite - 24" Women's Young Adult Bicycle 
Model Number: 64219 Retail: $124.99   

 

The 24" Granite™ Women's Bike features a durable steel frame, 15-speed index shifting, 
comfortable padded saddle, brushed-finish rim for greater friction and better braking, Huffy 

branded Krayton grips for superior comfort and alloy quick-release seat binder. 
Recommended ages 13+. Some assembly required. 

 Brand Name:  Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Extent - 24" Men's Young Adult Bicycle 
Model Number: 64349 Retail: $144.99   

 

The 24" Extent™ Men's Bike features front suspension fork, 18-speed index twist shifting, 

Shimano rear derailleur, padded railed saddle with Metaloid high-gloss finish rails, front 
disc and rear linear pull brakes and alloy quick-release seat binder. Recommended ages 

13+. Some assembly required. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Extent - 24" Women's Young Adult Bicycle 
Model Number: 64359 Retail: $144.99   

 

The 24" Extent™ Women's Bike features front suspension fork, 18-speed index twist 

shifting, Shimano rear derailleur, padded railed saddle with Metaloid high-gloss finish rails, 
front disc and rear linear pull brakes and alloy quick-release seat binder. Recommended 

ages 13+. Some assembly required. 

Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Extent - 26" Men's Bicycle 

Model Number: 66349 Retail: $174.99   

 

The 26" Extent™ Men's Bike features front suspension fork, 18-speed index twist shifting, 

Shimano rear derailleur, padded railed saddle with Metaloid high-gloss finish rails, front 

disc and rear linear pull brakes and alloy quick-release seat binder. Recommended ages 
13+. Some assembly required. 
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Brand Name: Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Extent - 26" Women's Bicycle 
Model Number: 66359 Retail: $174.99   

 

The 26" Extent™ Women's Bike features front suspension fork, 18-speed index twist 
shifting, Shimano rear derailleur, padded railed saddle with Metaloid high-gloss finish rails, 

front disc and rear linear pull brakes and alloy quick-release seat binder. Recommended 
ages 13+. Some assembly required. 

 Brand Name:  Huffy Bicycles Model Name: Green Machine® - 20" Thrill Ride™ Tri-Wheel 
Model Number: 98228 Retail: $119.99   

 

The Green Machine® - 20" Thrill Ride™ Tri-Wheel features a fresh design and new 
performance. Includes an easy coaster brake, freewheel and dual stick steering to give the 

rider total control for great slides and spins. Freewheel continues rolling momentum after 

pedaling and the comfortable bucket seat adjusts as the child grows. Some assembly 
required. 

 


